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Abstract 

Ever since its conceptual evolution and utilization, the neologism 
‘coolitude’ has blossomed into a global intellectual trademark that 
promises to encapsulate the multitude of studies centered on the in-
denture Indian experience. The concept, initially reflected in the poet-
ics of the global indenture experience, has since found a comfortable 
abode in multiple narrative forms. Coolitude has gained accelerated 
momentum among scholars determined to construct and/or recon-
struct the experience of Girmitiya Indians through the application of a 
non-Western interpretation and historical analysis. This flourishing 
body of literature has given credence to coolitude’s acceptance as an 
established social science paradigm. This study will apply an episte-
mological approach in order to a) trace the evolution of coolitude as 
an acceptable social science paradigm, and, b) examine its usefulness 
as an intellectual tool for a greater understanding and appreciation of 
the indenture Indian experience with reference to the Caribbean. 
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…the Coolie is nil; he has no voice, nor the shadow of a voice 
 John Edward Jenkins (1871)  

 

…this is the name of our hard-working, economy-building forefathers 
who were called COOLIE!...COOLIE is a beautiful word that con-

jures up poignancy, tears, defeats, achievements 
Rajkumari Singh (1973)  

  
I would never negate my Indian self. It is my DNA. It is my history, my 
legacy, my traditions, my culture. It is my spiritual home. If I ever de-
nied any of it, that would be the real dishonour. And if anyone asked 

that of me they would be trampling on my guaranteed human, spiritual 
and constitutional rights 

Ryhaan Shah (2015)  
 

 
Introduction  
 

Globalization, accessibility to available technology and a growing schol-
arly interest in the historical Indian indenture experience has resulted in the 
production of a voluminous body of literature examining various aspects of in-
dentureship over the last few decades. Previously ‘lost’, hidden or unknown 
history of Indians and their transmigration to diasporic communities during 
imperial rule, buried in ‘silenced’ archival documents, are being discovered by 
scholars of various fields, creating a narrative that has previously been ignored, 
or told from an unsympathetic Eurocentric perspective. Documenting the histo-
ry of Indians, primarily by Indian intellectuals, has been taken on with great in-
terest, resulting in a renaissance of historical knowledge of the Indian indenture 
experience. However, the history of Indian indenture is one that still remains 
untapped, with many missing pieces of the puzzle, creating a gap in the big 
picture of Indian indenture during European colonial rule. This is particularly 
true of the historiography of Indians in the Caribbean, where comparative stud-
ies on the Indian indenture experience in the region remains underdeveloped. 

The Haitian anthropologist Michel-Rolph Trouillot, in Silencing the Past 
(1995), makes a convincing argument that narratives of history are co-opted 
and controlled by those who exercise differential power through the means of 
production. He contended that the role of historians should be directed to a rec-
lamation of history by presenting ‘the production of historical knowledge’ 
which exists as ‘a bundle of silences’ in order to recover ‘the objective past’ 
(1995: 27-9). Trouillot argued that a people’s history can be silenced at four 
critical stages in the process of historical production of knowledge through def-
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initional power: sources (fact creation), archive (fact assembly), narratives (fact 
retrieval), and history (retrospective significance). 

For much of colonial history in the Caribbean, Indians have sought to de-
fine a cultural and economic space in an environment that was hegemonically 
controlled by the Europeans. Since independence, following the World War II 
period, Indians have also competed with other dominant forces in Caribbean 
societies, mainly Africans, to define their own social, cultural and political 
space, particularly in a geographical space where Africans claim the right to 
control the state and its institutions premised on prior arrival and contributions 
towards humanizing the eco-political landscape of former colonial holdings.1  

Addressing the Indian experience from a Eurocentric perspective, with 
its inherent biases, or applying a Marxist class analysis, which repudiates the 
persistence and continuity of ethnic or primordial sentiments, have influenced 
the historical approach towards an understanding of the indenture system. Pro-
fessor Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak (1988; see also Morris (2010)) argued that 
the liberal European community which attempt to act as a mouthpiece for the 
oppressed or ‘subaltern’ often ends up participating in and propagating the co-
lonial hegemony that created the conditions for oppression in the first place.2 It 
is not surprising that historical narratives on the Indian subalterns have reflect-
ed an enduring European influence, compared to more contemporary work 
which incorporates a change-over-time continuum of various perspectives that 
were more sympathetic to the subaltern Indians and the indenture experience. 
John Edward Jenkins, representing an early liberal Eurocentric view, as articu-
lated in his quotation at the outset, acknowledged the absence of an Indian 
voice, but his unwillingness to provide an emphatic voice for the indenture 
community did not inspire him to legitimately assess and address the negative 
and debilitating effects of the plantation system on its indentured labor force. 
Jenkins, in fact, took a conservative position that supported the ‘general inter-
est of colonial well-being and good government’ (1871: 72).  

Joseph Beaumont, much like the Christian social reformer and confi-
dante of Mahatma Gandhi, Charles Freer Andrews, offered a much more nu-

                                                        
1 This point was made by a well-known Guyanese political analyst, Freddie Kissoon, 
who argued that African political activists, particularly those who were aligned with the 
political party of Walter Rodney, shared this perspective. 
2 Although the concept of ‘subaltern’ was made popular by Spivak, the complexity of 
‘subalternity’ was introduced by Antonio Gramsci. Gramsci’s use of the concept of the 
subaltern ‘constitutes a category of political investigation itself, intended to provide in-
sights into the relations of power and hegemony. In many ways, the intricacies of sub-
alternity can be understood in dialectical relation to the complexity of hegemony…’ (as 
quoted in Green, 2013: 116).  
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anced liberal, yet stereotypical, view of the Indian (and Chinese) indentured 
workers in his narrative The New Slavery. Unlike Jenkins, Beaumont, the Chief 
Justice of British Guiana between 1863 and 1868, displayed a greater willing-
ness, to expose the inhumane and oppressive nature of the Indian experience 
under the indenture system.  

Rajkumari Singh’s conception of the Indian as ‘coolie’ noted above is a 
reflection of the changing spatio-temporal perspective that spans the transient 
to settler migration experience from an unchallenged, often dominant Eurocen-
tric view, to one that reveals a diasporic Indian willingness to negotiate a so-
cio-political and cultural space for the Indians. Her words spoke to an affirma-
tion of self, despite the denial of humanism under colonial rule. Novelist Ry-
haan Shah’s comment is a reflection of the historical Indian experience that 
give meaning to the voice of the subaltern which reifies the Indian presence, 
reflecting an affirmation of Indian identity in contemporary post-colonial di-
asporic communities. 

Ever since its conceptual evolution and utilization, the neologism coo-
litude has blossomed into a global intellectual trademark that promises to en-
capsulate the multitude of studies centered on the inclusive global indenture 
experience. The concept, initially reflected in the poetics of the indenture expe-
rience, has since found a comfortable abode in multiple narrative forms, in-
cluding films, songs, visual art, literature on ancestral root search and record-
ings of oral history. Coolitude has produced ‘a paradigm of a re-humanizing 
process’ (Torabully and Carter, 2021: 15). that has been attributed to an under-
standing of the inclusive indenture experience. Indeed, the term has gained ac-
celerated momentum among researchers and scholars determined to construct 
and/or reconstruct the experience of the coolie odyssey, essentially outside of 
the application of a Western interpretation and historical analysis. The ensuing 
body of literature has given serious credence to coolitude’s acceptance and re-
liability as an established paradigm among researchers.  

As coolitude has gained greater acceptance as a framework of analysis, 
some critics question its usefulness and applicability towards an understanding 
of the indenture system. This study will apply an epistemological approach in 
order to trace the evolution of coolitude as an acceptable social science para-
digm, and examine its usefulness as an intellectual tool for a greater under-
standing and appreciation of the indenture Indian experience with reference to 
the Caribbean.  

 
Caribbean Girmitiyas 
 

The history of Indian indenture commenced with the transhipment of 
thousands of Indian laborers from India to colonies around the world, starting 
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with Mauritius in 1834. Hindus constituted the overwhelming majority (about 
85 per cent) of the laborers. It is estimated that between 543,914 to 750,000 
girmit-wallahs3 were brought to the Caribbean as indentured laborers from 
1838-1917. Guyana received about 238,700 Indian immigrants; 147,000 were 
taken to Trinidad & Tobago, and 34,000 were taken to Suriname (see Table 1). 
About 37,000 indenture Indians were imported into Jamaica, with 62 per cent 
of the imported Indians remaining in Jamaica after the abolition of the inden-
ture system in 1917 (see Shepherd, 1994). One-third of the Indian laborers who 
were taken to the Caribbean may have re-migrated to India instead of extend-
ing their labor contract for another five years or opted for land settlement in 
lieu of a return passage to India (Shepherd, 1986: 15; Shepherd, 1994). Two-
thirds of the women taken to the Caribbean were single; others were widows 
who migrated for various reasons. Roopnarine observed that recent Indian his-
toriography on the Caribbean reveals that most studies on the girmitiyas have 
relied extensively on ‘the records of the colonizers to write the history, narra-
tive, and memory of colonized indentured’ (2014: 389). While it is acknowl-
edged that the history of Indians who were transported out of India during 
more than 80 years of indentureship remains largely unwritten or at most is 
fragmentary, recent narratives on Indian indenture were heavily influenced by 
the descendants of indenture laborers. 

Indian labor recruitment for the Caribbean commenced in 1838; soon af-
ter there began the abolition of African slavery (1847 by Danes, 1848 by 
French and 1863 by Dutch). After some experimentation with other nationali-
ties, particularly Chinese (first arriving as early as 1806) and Portuguese (arriv-
ing in 1834), European plantation owners turned to Colonial India in search of 
an economical supply of labor to replace the ex-slaves. Indians were first taken 
to British Guiana by the British in 1838.  

The introduction of Indian laborers into Caribbean plantations was cred-
ited to the actions initiated in 1836 by John Gladstone, a wealthy Scottish 
planter who amassed a fortune by trading in corn and cotton with the United 
States and Brazil (Erickson, 1934). Gladstone maintained significant influence 
in the British Parliament.4 To buttress his case for the introduction of ‘bound 
                                                        
3 Tinker (1974) notes that indentured laborers were called girmit-wallahs (referring to 
Indians who signed the contractual agreements). 
4 He was the father of William Gladstone, four-time Prime Minister of Britain. Mangru) 
described Gladstone as ‘a wealthy Liverpool merchant/ship owner, absentee proprietor’ 
(2007: 4). FM Gillanders (of Gillanders, Arbuthnot and Company), the firm that bro-
kered Gladstone’s plan to send Indian immigrants to British Guiana, was a nephew of 
Gladstone’s wife. One of Gladstone’s close associates in British Guiana, Andrew Col-
ville, another wealthy plantation owner, was a relative of Lord Auckland, the Gover-
nor-General of India from 1836 to 1842. 
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coolie’ laborers in the Caribbean, Gladstone reminded the Kolkata-based firm 
of the existence of an already successful plan of supplying Indian laborers to 
work in the island nation of Mauritius.  
 
 

Table 1: Indenture Indian Statistics for Selected Destinations 
 

Destination  
of  

Girmitiya  
laborers 

Year of 
Arrival 

 Total 
Arrivals 

 

Total 
Return-

ees  

Percent 
of  

Returnees 
 

Total Popu-
lation (incl 

Indians) 
(2022 est.) 

Percent 
of Indian  

Population 
(2022 est.)  

Guyana 1838 238,700 66,140  28% 789,683 39.8*  
Trinidad &Tob. 1845 147,000 43,500 30% 1,405,646 35.4 

Suriname 1873 34,304 11,512 34% 632,638 27.4 
Jamaica 1845 36,400 12,109 33% 2,818,596 0.8 

Guadeloupe (Fr) 1854 42,400 10,500 25% 371,600 10-15 
Martinique (Fr) 1853 25,700 4,000 16% 341,200 2-3 

Mauritius 1834 451,800 134,870 30% 1,308,222 67** 
Fiji 1879 60,000 22,800 38% 943,737 37.5 

S. Africa (Natal) 1860 152,200 42,610 28% 57,516,665 2.5 
Author’s notes:  
* This is the actual number of Indians in Guyana as per the last census taken (2012). 
** Mauritius has not compiled data by race/ethnicity since 1972. Indians (about two-
thirds of whom were Hindus) made up the majority of the population of the first gener-
ation of Girmitiyas in these countries. Population numbers today may vary, depending 
on the source. Population numbers represent close estimates in some cases. In the Car-
ibbean, Guyana, Suriname and Trinidad & Tobago have large percentage of Indians, 
but for various reasons, the Indian population have been on the decline in these coun-
tries, as they have been in Fiji.  
(Sources: Encyclopedia Britannica (2022); The World Factbook, 2022 (US Central In-
telligence Agency). Total returnees were extracted from Chan Choenni, 2021: 35. (See 
also Birbalsingh, (1989: 9); Hardeen (2012); Laurence (1994); Mansingh & Mansingh 
(1999); van Lier (1971); Nath (1950); Northrup (2000, 1995: 53); Roopnarine (2006: 
6), and Shepherd (1992)). 

 
The first two ships transporting Indian laborers to the Caribbean, the SS 

Hesperus and the SS Whitby, arrived in British Guiana in 1838, approximately 
about three months after sailing at sea. Of the 156 Indians who arrived in the 
Colony on the SS Hesperus, 139 of them were men, 6 were women and 11 
were recorded as children. The SS Whitby departed British India with 249 Indi-
ans (244 arrived in the Colony) on board (Nath, 1950). The first shipload of 
217 Indians arrived in neighboring Trinidad & Tobago on the SS Fatel-Razack 
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on May 30, 1845, while the SS Lalla Rookh arrived in Dutch Guiana on June 
5, 1873 with 410 Indian immigrants.  

Today, well over a million Indians reside in the Caribbean region, repre-
senting at least 20 per cent of the region’s population. Indians constitute a ma-
jority of the population in Guyana, Suriname and Trinidad & Tobago, while a 
smaller Indian population resides in Jamaica, Martinique and Guadeloupe 
(both ‘departments’ of France) and other island states in the region.5  

In contemporary Caribbean, Indians have done relatively well economi-
cally; their entrepreneurial skills are reflected in various fields. Indians pre-
dominate in animal husbandry, cane, sugar, and rice cultivation, as well as 
small businesses of almost every type. Historically, Indians gravitated towards 
farming and agriculture as they moved away from the sugar estates. Initially, 
they shied away from professions that were generally urban based, particularly 
the civil service and the disciplinary forces. The police forces in countries like 
Guyana, Trinidad & Tobago and Suriname are more inclusive today, but these 
institutions are still disproportionately dominated by Africans. Much of this has 
changed with the onset of urbanization in the industrialized states in the Carib-
bean. Indians gradually gravitated to the urban centers where they utilized their 
entrepreneurial skills to advance economically. Descendants of the girmitiyas 
hold leadership positions in key political organizations in the three Caribbean 
countries. Both Suriname and Guyana are currently governed by an Indian 
head of state, while Trinidad & Tobago was led by two Indian Prime Ministers 
in the past.  

Caribbean states are not immune to ethnic conflicts and protests, particu-
larly in states where Indians form a substantial segment of the population. 
Guyana, for example, compared to Trinidad & Tobago and Suriname, has ex-
perienced more intense racial protests and strife before and after independence 
(1966), with continued political/ethnic violence following national elections. 
Guyana’s political and ethnic conflicts between members of the two dominant 
groups, Africans and Indians, are well known and has been documented by 
domestic and international organizations, including the Atlanta-based Carter 
Center, which has played a pivotal role in supporting institutional democracy 
since the 1992 general elections (see Carter Centre, 2015). Suriname, with its 

                                                        
5 Many authors have written on Indian indenture and the contemporary Indian experi-
ence in the Caribbean. A short list of the more prominent authors in the field include 
Joseph Beaumont, HVP Bronkhurst, Leo Despres, Basdeo Mangru, Brian Moore, 
Dwarka Nath, Walter Rodney, Lomarsh Roopnarine, Joseph Ruhomon, Peter 
Ruhomon, Clem Seecharan, Raymond T. Smith, Hugh Tinker (Guyana); Chan Cheon-
ni, Edward M. Dew, Ruben Gowricharn, Maurits Hassankhan (Suriname); Yogendra K. 
Malik, Rhoda Reddock, Brinsley Samaroo (Trinidad); Verene Shepherd (Jamaica).  
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three major ethnic groups - Indians, Javanese and Africans - has not been 
plagued with the type of continuous ethnic conflicts that characterized neigh-
boring bi-furcated states like Guyana and Trinidad except during the period 
following a military coup in December 1980 when the creole military leader, 
Dési Bouterse, murdered 15 leading opposition figures he believed threatened 
his authority. Given their smaller numbers, Indians in the other mini Caribbean 
island states have played a more accommodating role and are more socially in-
tegrated in these societies.  

 

Coolitude, Epistemology and Inclusive Indenture 
 

The neologism coolitude, was advanced by Khaleel (Khal) Torabully, a 
Mauritian poet, semiologist and cultural theorist who resides in France; he 
viewed it as a framework towards an understanding of the inclusive indenture 
experience.6 Coolitude centered around the ‘coolie’7 experience, paving the 
way for an increasing body of literature that capture the experience of Indian 
laborers who were taken across the kala pani8 in the 1800s to colonial planta-
tions. The concept was designed to ‘describe and encapsulate the distinctive 
characteristics of the streams of indentured migration which have decisively 
shaped modern nations such as Mauritius, Trinidad, Guyana, Fiji and influ-
enced others like Guadeloupe, Martinique, East and South Africa’ Carter and 
Torabully, 2002: 1). The poetological approach of coolitude to the pan-
indenture experience is presented in two volumes, Cale d’etoiles, Coolitude 
(1992) and Corail, Fragments Coolie (1999) by Khal Torabully. His 2002 an-

                                                        
6 Torabully has been instrumental in getting UNESCO to declare Aapravasi Ghat (im-
migrant landing place) as a World Heritage site. Located in the Trou Fanfaron coastal 
region in the capital city of Port Louis, Mauritius, the site marks the commencement of 
the ‘Great Experiment’ when the British turned to the use of Indian indenture labor in 
1834. The site was colloquially referred to as the ‘Coolie Ghat’ before 1987, when it 
was declared a national monument. In 2008, two years after the Aapravasi Ghat was 
added to the World Heritage List, Mauritius nominated Le Morne Cultural Landscape 
to mark the abolition of African slavery. A more detailed account of the complexity as-
sociated with the creation of the Aapravasi Ghat, the negotiations surrounding its inau-
gural space and impact on cultural identity in Mauritius can be found in Mohammed 
(2021).  
7 The word ‘coolie’ has taken on multiple meanings, the most common one referring, 
pejoratively, to porters or hired manual wage earners. Kuli (Hindi) also refers to the In-
dians who signed a contract to embark on a journey to the colonial plantations. The 
term is generally used in Caribbean countries as a designation for descendants from In-
dia who emigrated under contract.  
8 In poetry, 'kala pani' (dark waters) is often compared to the infamous Middle Passage 
relating to African slaves.  
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thology of the Indian labor diaspora, co-written with Marina Carter, addressed 
the utility of coolitude as a tool for an intellectual immersion into the world of 
the vanished coolie. Thirty-one years later, both authors followed up with an-
other anthology, Coolitude 2, supported by works from other contributors who 
invoked the coolitude paradigm for an understanding of the inclusive indenture 
experience (Torabully and Carter, 2021).  

Coolitude is presented as a method of historical interpretation for the lost 
voices of the coolies on two key pillars: ‘…the reconstitution of a memory, 
which veers between an imagination drawn back to the atavistic homeland’ and 
‘the contribution of a poetics based on the Indian element and shaped by the 
fact that the coolie was chronologically the last arrival to contribute to the mak-
ing of diversified societies’ (Torabully, 1996:13). Torabully’s poetological ex-
pression of the relationship between the coolie and inclusive indenture is ex-
pressed in the following excerpt:  

 
In saying coolie, I am also speaking of every navigator without  
A ship’s register, every man who has gone towards the horizons  
Of his dreams, whatever the ship he had to board.  
For when one crosses the ocean to be born  
Elsewhere, the sailor of the one-way voyage likes to plunge back  
Into his history, his legends, and his dreams.  
Even during his absence of memory. 

(Torabully (1992), as in Carter and Torabully, 2002: 226). 
 

While the poetics of coolitude is not confined to the Indian experience 
alone the contractual labor arrangement also included Europeans, Portuguese, 
Chinese and Africans (Dev, 2021). Véronique Bragard (2008), a Belgian 
theorist, advancing the coolitude theme, argued that while coolitude situated 
the kala pani crossing as central to its analysis, it ‘avoids any essentialism and 
connection with an idealized Mother India’, effectively negating India’s 
influence on the diasporic girmitiyas. She explained the significance of 
coolitude and its inseparable connection with the ‘Second Middle Passage’ in 
the following way: ‘coolitude…relies on the nightmare transoceanic journey of 
Coolies, as both a historical migration and a metonymy of cultural encounters. 
The crossing of the Kala Pani constitutes the first movement of a series of 
abusive and culturally stifling situations’. The archipelagic transoceanic 
voyage (Indian and Atlantic Oceans, for Indians brought to the Caribbean) was 
the initial step towards construction of an Indian identity characterized by 
physical separation, cultural isolation from India, social alienation and 
psychological distress. Arnold Harrichand Itwaru, invoking a Hindu reference, 
described the kala pani crossing as Shiva’s unending dance in a culturally 
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diverse society. Coolitude posits that the transoceanic crossing, coupled with 
residing in multi-ethnic societies contributed to the construction of a creolized 
or ‘other’ Indian identity, one which is predicated on a diminished influence of 
ancestral India. 
 The literature on coolitude posits that the indenture diasporic laborers 
from India find themselves in a liminal world ‘as they are no longer Indian and 
have to construct new identities for themselves’ (Bragard, 2008: 222). Torabul-
ly and Carter explained that ‘a complex attitude to culture’ is developed by the 
coolie, leading to ‘the rediscovery of the coolie memory’ (2021: 215). For the 
researcher seeking to discover the lost experience of the indenture Indian, the 
oceanic crossing participates in ‘the assertion of an unfixed identity interweav-
ing numerous heritages, values and imaginaries’ (Bragard, 2008: 229). India, it 
is contended, while lacking an original monolithic unity, gave way to the cul-
tural transformation of the heterogeneity of Indians in their newly discovered 
and settled diasporic communities (Bragard, 2008: 224). The new Indian social 
and cultural identity is inextricably linked to interactions with native and other 
diasporic communities. Contemporary authors, relying on Torabully’s applica-
tion of ‘hermeneutics’ and descriptive ‘transoceanic imaginary’ have joined the 
field by reproducing the lost history and imagination of the girmitiyas through 
their own narratives.9 Notable among them are the aggregate lost stories un-
earthed by researchers who trace the diverse genealogical trans-oceanic experi-
ence of the girmitiyas from ancestral India across the diaspora to a rediscovery 
of lost history.10 A schematic representation of coolitude, based on the above 
description, is presented in Figure 1. 

Inclusive indenture epistemology is central to the utility of coolitude as 
an attempt to deconstruct and understand the indenture experience. Coolitude is 
metaphorically connected to the sea – referring actually to the ocean - making 
the marine chronotypes and the sea central to an understanding of the coolie 
odyssey:  

The sea, with its ebb and flow echoing the process of memory, re-
veals historiographical omissions that writers attempt to retrieve 
from oblivion. The oceanic space, along with the ship…emerges as 
chronotypes, special references which are conflated with time and 
more predominantly the colonial period. Time and space are close-
ly interwoven and refer back to each other. They become “organiz-
ing centers” of the major events presented in the books or poems 

                                                        
9 Torabully used the term ‘hermeneutics’ in his 2021 publication to refer to the theory 
of reading, decoding and explaining a text on inclusive indenture.  
10 Perhaps the most well-known narrative in this area was written by Gaiutra Bahadur 
(2014), an Indian journalist, originally from Guyana, now residing in the United States. 
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which gather the many pieces of historical information that have 
been washed away by a rough sea of colonial discourse… 
(Bragard, 2008: 71-2).  

 
Carter and Torabully propose that ‘coolitude explores the concept of the 

ocean as a nodal moment of migration, a space for destruction of identity, yet 
also one of regeneration, when an aesthetics of migration was created’ (2002: 
117). Disembarkment from the immigrant ships marks the point of departure 
from multicultural India, and the unknown sea journey provided the space for 

 

Figure 1.  Schematic representation of identity formation and Coolitude 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Notes: The broken lines running from ‘India: poverty-stricken & famine-ridden’ to ‘Lost Coolie 
History’ represents the weak two-way relationship from one to the other.  There was some 
communication, such as writing of letters and importation of books and other religious items 
from India. Similarly, the broken lines from Modern India indicates its limited influence on the 
diasporic Indian communities.  

Source: Author. Assistance provided by Ramesh Gampat. 
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the initiation and re-creation of a new self-identity as the indenture laborers are 
taken on an odyssey contoured by social, trans-caste and trans-religious soli-
darities in the face of an unknown reality far removed from ancestral India.  

Besides the imagery of the sea, Torabully embraced the oceanic coral as 
a metaphorical expression of coolitude: 

In choosing the metaphor of the coral to define coolitude, I wanted 
to underscore the symbolic importance of the ‘rock’ for Césaire, in 
the context of the struggle for the decolonization of minds… It is a 
living body with elements which are both vulnerable and solid, it is 
a symbol of the fluidity of relationships and influences (2021: 
142).  

 
The image of the chair corail (coral flesh) as a metaphor for the fluidity 

of new hybrid relationships in diasporic Girmitiya communities follows in the 
tradition of writer and poet Édouard Glissant’s rhizome, the mangrove tree of 
créolité writers and the ‘rock’ of Aimé Césaire. The coral, with its metaphori-
cal rhizomatic transformational forms, diverse colors, amorphous shapes, and 
textures, symbolizes ‘fluidity of relationships and influences’ on the Indian 
population in the diasporic colonial setting, without necessarily involving an-
cestral India (2021: 152). Torabully’s vegetal/marine metaphor of the changing 
nature of the coral is considered representative of the complex and paradoxical 
relationship between identity and the physical/cultural environment that de-
fined the coolie experience. Although the corallian poetry of coolitude is gen-
erally associated with the narrative of early writers, contemporary narratives 
rely on a more prosaic but analytical examination of documents and artifacts 
that seek to examine the archipelagic transoceanic pan-indenture experience. 
Torabully navigates and replicates the diversity of dialects, castes, religion, 
gender, age, geographical distribution and age of multicultural India in the 
post-kala pani society through linguistic innovation and sensual archipelagic 
imagery references in his poetry collection in Cale d’Étoiles: Coolitude (Cargo 
Hold of Stars: Coolitude). Authors, like Bragard (2008), who applied the coo-
litude theme to the Caribbean Girmitiya experience, point to the seminal work 
of Guyanese Mahadai Das’ They Came in Ships (1977) as a classic poem in-
voking images of the coolie voyage that captures the ‘historical, and mythical, 
emotional and symbolic’ elements of the collective transoceanic memory’(Das, 
1977: 72).11 Das’s work, however, unlike some historical narratives which cen-
ters around the plantation experience, incorporates contemporary issues affect-
ing descendants of girmitiyas in post-colonial Guyana, such as discrimination, 
human rights violation and the lack of democratic norms. 
                                                        
11 For Das’s full poem see Dabydeen, David and Brinsley Samaroo, (1987: 288-89).  
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Négritude, Creolization and Indian Identity  
 

Coolitude shares some historical and definitional semblances with négri-
tude, which was based on the early 1900th writings of African and Francophone 
writers like Aimé Césaire, Léon Gontran Damas and Léopold Sédar Senghor. 
Aimé Césaire (of Martinique), who coined the term, and which criticized the 
older generation of blacks who supported cultural assimilation by mimicking 
European culture. Instead, Césaire supported and encouraged the celebration of 
black identity, as elaborated in his 1939 book-length poem Cahier d’un retour 
au pays natal (Notebook of a Return to My Native Land). Negative stereotypes 
of Africa, blackness and Africans were condemned in preference for an aes-
thetically positive image of the African experience (Lewis, 2006: 26-7). 

 Torabully was aware of the lost history and experience of African slaves 
encapsulated in Édouard Glissant’s notion of ‘the scream from the hold’, and 
the concept of coolitude was developed after his discussion of négritude with 
Aimé Césaire (Torabully, 1996: 13).  

Besides Aimé Césaire’s contribution to négritude and Pan-Africanism, 
Léopold Sédar Senghor was another leading politician and author, and advo-
cate whose notion of négritude was integrated with African socialism. Both 
Césaire and Senghor evidently saw négritude as an ideological movement for 
global self-awareness designed to overcome the loss of identity suffered by Af-
ricans following the long tradition of a legacy of chattel slavery, colonialism 
and racism (Shutte, 1988: 429). Césaire and Senghor were convinced that Afri-
can empowerment was consequentially linked to control of power guided by an 
appropriate political ideology. Senghor ruled Senegal for 20 years as its first 
President and Aimé Césaire held public office from 1946-1993 representing 
Martinique in the French National Assembly.12  

Like négritude, creolization also played a functional role in contouring a 
distinct Caribbean identity that reflected the hybridization of European, native, 
African and Indian cultural values. Raphaël Confiant, the Martinican writer, is 
considered a champion of créolité (or creoleness) in the Francophone Caribbe-
an. He, however, shared a philosophical perspective which rejected négritude’s 
monolithic view of blackness. His focus on the diversity of the Caribbean ex-
perience is captured in his 2004 novel, La panse du chacal (The Jackal’s Belly) 
(Bannerjee, 2010: 2). 

Torabully considers coolitude to be the Indian alter ego of Confiant’s 
conception of créolité. Theoretically, créolité’s response to négritude could be 
compared to coolitude’s rejection of Indianité (attachment to India). Confiant’s 

                                                        
12 See Rabaka (2015); Senghor (1996: 40-56); Senghor (2003: 438-48). 
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work created a cultural space for the Indian Diaspora as part of the Franco-
phone experience in Martinique, but the Indian and his indenture experience 
have generally been absent from French Caribbean writing, which placed em-
phasis on the créolité experience (Carter and Torabully, 2002: 81). For Tora-
bully, négritude was too centered on Africa, while Indianité was too centered 
on India (Henry, 2020). With regards to the English-speaking Caribbean, a 
creole theory of culture holds that indigenization and hybridization gave way to 
a creolization process through the integration of different cultural strains (Hen-
ry, 1997). However, while creolization was more evident among members of 
the African community (expressed as an adoption of European and indigenous 
cultural values as defined by Rex Nettleford13 and others), most Indians in the 
larger Caribbean states (Guyana, Suriname and Trinidad & Tobago) considered 
creolization as a cultural imposition by the European and African communities. 
Lloyd Braithwaite, recognized the need for group identity when he observed 
many years ago that the individual growing up in the Caribbean ‘becomes con-
scious of himself as a European, conscious of himself as a Negro, conscious of 
himself as an Indian. Because of the diversity of racial origins, because of the 
diversity of cultural origins, there is need for people to have a racial identifica-
tion’14 More recently, Patricia Mohammed, a Trinidadian scholar and feminist 
theorist explained that Indians rejected creolization (hybridization), as well as 
douglarization15 and assimilation with African and European culture, but their 
acceptance of cultural changes associated with ‘chutnification’ in Trinidad re-
flected a desire for Indians to negotiate and occupy their own cultural space.16 
In general, as Mariam Pirbhai has observed, in the Caribbean context, diasporic 
Indian communities have maintained a distinct cultural identity in spite of the 
processes of ‘colonization, assimilation, and creolization’ (2009: 110). In fact, 
the central metaphor of the sea is often absent in novels and narratives of the 
Caribbean Indian diasporic communities which generally revolves around the 
sugar belt, estate dwellings and rural villages (Pirbhai, 2009: 129). The cultural 
experience of the Caribbean Girmitiya community is clearly expressed in the 
celebration of Hindu epics like the Mahabharata and the Ramayana, which re-
                                                        
13 Nettleford has been a dominant voice in defining Caribbean cultural identity as the 
expression of a ‘creolization’ process. See Nettleford (1978), and Brathwaite (1971). 
14 For more on Braithwaite’s observations, see Braithwaite (1974).  
15 The term, which stems from ‘dougla’, meaning ‘bastard’, refers to the offspring of an 
intermarriage between an Indian and an African. It has a history that can be traced to 
caste restrictions in ancestral India and the shortage of Indian women in Caribbean 
plantation societies.  
16 The term is in reference to the adoption of Indian elements into the English language, 
particularly reflected in the market-driven musical form involving a linguistic mix of 
English and Hindi words. See Mohammed (2021).  
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flect central themes like courage, struggle, suffering, exile, hard work and sac-
rifice (see Seecharan, 2011). Similarly, the Koran and Islam have played a piv-
otal role in preserving the Islamic religion for Muslims girmitiyas who came to 
the Caribbean (Chickrie, 1999). 

The historical and ongoing process of creolization has not contributed to 
the disappearance of an original or historical Indian identity as reflected in the 
coolitude literature. Rather, the cultural interactions among different groups as 
reflected in the narratives on the diasporic communities has led Emmanuel 
Nelson to observe that Indo-Caribbean diasporic writing is characterized by a 
central tension, namely, a ‘desire for cultural separation’ and ‘the opposing 
urge toward creolization’ (Nelson, 1992: xiii). 

Coolitude narratives posit that not only is India left behind, but invoking 
ancestral India into the narrative renders the diasporic Indian less sophisticated. 
David Dabydeen echoed this sentiment in his novel The Counting House, when 
he queried (and provided an answer to his own question): 

Why can’t we go back to India?: To me this is a negation of the 
imagination, or the sign of an impoverished imagination, an atavis-
tic impulse. It is refusing to see that we are modern people in the 
sense of having the potential for living in complex states (as cited 
in Birbalsingh, 1966: 175).  

 
This contention is frequently implied, implicitly or explicitly, in the lit-

erature on the coolie experience. Traditional Indian values and cultural traits 
are still relevant to the identity of Indians in diasporic communities where cul-
tural values are expressed through festivals, symbols, religions, rituals, food, 
spices, customs, celebrations, and in the traditional mode of dressing. Indeed, 
Hindu and Islamic culture and religion survived the traumatic oceanic crossing 
in Caribbean societies, leaving their footprints on future generations, even in 
its current adulterated or hybrid forms. It is not uncommon to observe Indians 
celebrating events connected with the Vedas, Upanishads, Gita, Ramayana, 
Mahabharata and Puranas in Caribbean societies where Hinduism maintains 
some of the same pristine forms they reflected among its followers before the 
oceanic crossing. As Bragard observed: ‘The transformation of the Hanuman 
mythical figure evokes how Indian references have equally participated in the 
building of a pluricultural tradition at the same time as it highlights how Indian 
myths have been reshaped and adapted by overseas Indian communities’ 
(Bragard, 2008: 91). A strong sense of communal identity and primordial sen-
timents maintained by Indians, often reinforced in plural societies, was a major 
factor behind unsuccessful attempts to marginalize or creolize Indians in the 
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Caribbean.17 Lingering caste distinctions, a distinct culture that invokes imagi-
nary memories of India, historical segregation in plantation societies, marginal 
language retention and geographical separation during colonial hegemony 
have all combined to mitigate against the creolization of Indians and ra-
cial/ethnic integration. This is particularly observable in states where Indians 
form a large segment of the population. 

 
Coolitude and Indian Identity 
 

Coolitude’s perspective on bound labor and multiculturalism developed 
as a critical response to former Western-oriented postcolonial cultural identity 
paradigms on the colonized subaltern. The relationship imposed by European 
control and the enforceable strict obligations of the labor contract fostered the 
hybridization of a cultural identity that was different from the values and traits 
that shaped the Indian experience in ancestral India. The literature generally 
holds that the changing identity of self in the diasporic community was possi-
ble because the Indian who initially embarked on the indenture journey was 
forced to build ‘a composite identity to ease the pain and enrich culturally the 
lands in which he/she settled’ (Carter and Torabully, 2002: 144). The transoce-
anic crossing of the 1800s is chosen by coolitude authors as the voice, space, 
road, history and cross-culturality of the Indian odyssey, lending legitimacy to 
the construction of a new Indian identity.  

It is difficult to deny that the imaginary landscape of the journey of the 
indentured was influenced by the anxiety centered around unknown factors and 
the challenges imposed by colonialism. For the indenture Indians, anxiety cen-
tered around the crossing of the dark waters believed to be infested with mon-
strous ‘hooghlis’, which symbolized, for the majority Hindus at least, an in-
complete cycle of reincarnation and the abandonment of social stratification 
imposed by caste obligations that once defined their social and cultural exist-
ence.  

India, the central origination or the nodal point of departure, which was 
displaced after the kala pani crossing, ceases to be the ‘ultimate referent’ 
(Carter and Torabully, 2002: 148-9), paving the way for a re-construction of 
the Indian identity and imagination in a dynamic multicultural social ecosys-
tem. Support for this ontological perspective is embedded in the fact that the 

                                                        
17 As an example, both Shah and Persaud took issue with the Jamaican University of 
West Indies Professor, Rex Nettleford, who, in a televised newscast on July 23, 2001 
said that ‘the Indian in Guyana has to learn to be West Indian’. See ‘Indians have a dis-
tinct identity in the West Indies: Diversity must be appreciated’, http://www.Guyana 
undersiege.com/Cultural/Indian%20Identity.htm. See also Angrosino (1989). 
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majority of girmitiyas choose to remain in the colonies (two thirds remained in 
the Caribbean), rather than opting for returning to ancestral India after the ful-
filment of their contractual obligations. The epistemological development of 
this new cultural identity is observed in the literature of some Caribbean writ-
ers, where the concept of Indianness is redefined based on an imaginary of In-
dia, isolation from cultural India and the creolization process in diasporic 
communities. 

The cultural hybridization that ensued after the crossing, based on the 
imaginary return to an original Indian memory, was invoked by the Indo-
Guadeloupean writer and politician, Ernest Moutoussamy, who referred to this 
dynamic as Indianité (the term was previously introduced by Martinican re-
searcher, Gilbert Francis Ponaman). Indianité served as a critical descriptive 
tool which provided a discursive space and gave recognition to the Indian dias-
pora's cultural and historical identity within the French Caribbean diasporic 
communities (Anderson, 2008-2009).18 The discursive political space in these 
island states was generally dominated by movements like négritude and antil-
lanité , which were politically and ideologically driven and conceptually de-
signed specifically to promote the unification and upliftment of the African di-
aspora.  

While the literature on coolitude insists that India played a limited role in 
the formation of a new Indian identity in diasporic communities, coolitude also 
embraces a deconstruction of ancestral India. In fact, India is often reduced to a 
representation of the ‘mythical land of the ancestors’, ‘an evanescent culture’, 
and a diluted ‘identity wrapped in altérité (Otherness)’ (Carter and Torabully, 
2002: 147-49). Additionally, literature holds that the development of new sub-
jective myths that replaced the old ones were created on board the ships and 
during the journey taken by the jahajis (shipmates), as the diasporic Indian em-
barked on a quest for cultural/historical identity, finding a place in the ‘panthe-
on of mythical stories of origins’ (Bragard, 2008: 94). The constant invocation 
of mythological references embedded in the ancestral Indian experience in the 
literature, even among descendants of the girmitiyas, can be seen as an attempt 
at further deconstruction of the historical and cultural connection of the inden-
tured Indian with his/her ancestral land of origin.19  

                                                        
18 Anderson noted that Moutoussamy’s objective was to promote ‘the Indian communi-
ty’s greater integration into French West Indian society’ but he did recognize that inte-
gration was only possible ‘through the maintenance of a distinct, minority culture and 
the continuation of a Self/Other binary, in which Indo-Guadeloupean identity is con-
structed in opposition to Creole identity’ (2008-9: 31). 
19 Some references to Indian ‘mythology’ have been challenged by Hindu scholars. See, 
for example, Swami Aksharananda (2020).  
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Coolitude and the Caribbean Girmitiya Experience  
 

Notwithstanding the concerns raised above regarding coolitude as an an-
alytical framework, an important critique of coolitude which cannot be over-
looked is its derivative from the coolie neologism, and what the term has his-
torically symbolized. ‘Coolie’ invokes memory of manual plantation laborers, 
conjecturing an image of the Indian as primitive, unsophisticated, filthy and 
disease-ridden. The neologism also referenced coolies or Kulis pejoratively as 
‘thieves, robbers, and plunderers, as degenerate and inferior’ (Potts, 1990, as 
quoted in Breman, 1992: 269). While the term was used to include people who 
were engaged in menial labor intensive work in the plantation labor system, its 
prototype has assumed a more pejorative connotation akin to a racial slur ap-
plied to all Indians by the Europeans.20 This somewhat lengthy excerpt de-
scribed how Henry G. Dalton, a medical doctor associated with the London 
Royal College of Surgeons, viewed Indian indentured workers in 1855: 

 Indolent, dirty, and vagrant in their habits, the Madras coolies 
were inept at the work for which they were intended, irregular in 
their attendance, and migratory in their ways; numbers abandoned 
the estates to which they were appointed to crowd about the town 
begging, and filling the most menial situations for a bare pittance 
… Some of them, not very particular as to their food, began to ri-
val animals in their habits, and became the scavengers of society. 
Clothed scantily in the filthiest rags, their bodies rendered often 
disgusting by diseases of the skin arising from want of cleanliness, 
they prowled about the streets and country, picking up for food pu-
trid bodies of dead animals, such as goats, fowls, &c., and gather-
ing from the dirtiest trenches a meal of the dead fish which in the 
dry season are cast upon the surface of the half-dried puddles. Such 
offal as was cast away by others as unfit to eat was greedily picked 
up by them, and carried home in triumph (Dalton, 1851: 472-73).21  

 
Indian women were not excluded from this world view of the coolie. 

Charles F. Andrews, Mahatma Gandhi’s confidante who visited British Guiana 
in 1929 was quite clear about his stereotypical views of Indian women when he 
visited Fiji thirteen years earlier with his missionary colleague, William W. 

                                                        
20 Outside of the indenture system, the term has been used to refer to Chinese immi-
grants in a law passed in 1862 (commonly called the ‘Anti-Coolie’ Act) to protect 
white workers and to discourage Chinese migration into the American state of Califor-
nia.  
21. Even the Governor of British Guiana shared that view (Gampat, 2015: 134-35). 
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Pearson. They wrote: 

The Hindu woman in this country [Fiji] is like a rudderless vessel 
with its mast broken drifting on to the rocks; or like a canoe being 
whirled down the rapids of a great river without any controlling 
hand. She passes from one man to another, and has lost even the 
sense of shame in doing so (Andrews and Pearson, 1916: 6).  

 
Marina Carter (1994) reminded us that Indian women were perceived as 

unwilling, gullible, demoralized and depraved. Additionally, the neologism re-
fers to the mode of imposed existence, the new form of slavery, for which In-
dians were recruited. Recognizing the racial stereotypes invoked by the term 
and its pejorative use, the Jamaican government, following concerns raised by 
Indians through the East India Progressive Society (EIPS), was encouraged to 
ban the use of the term.22  

Despite its reference to inclusive indenture, the use of ‘coolie’ is a term 
almost exclusively reserved as a descriptor for Indian and Chinese indentured 
laborers. It has been widely invoked in the narrative of contemporary western 
academics of Indian descent who have utilized and applied the coolitude theme 
to legitimize their work. Like the ‘N-word’ and its evolutionary pejorative ref-
erence to African-Americans in American history, the ‘C-word’, as Gaiutra 
Bahadur calls it, has not received similar denunciation or derision by many in 
the academic world. Rather, the literature on coolitude seeks to rebrand the ne-
ologism and humanize its use, and by extension, the coolie odyssey. As Sha-
naaz Mohammed observed: 

…reframing of the term coolie is not devoid of its oversights and 
inherent contradictions. By reading the coolie identity as merely a 
‘judicial’ identity, Torabully overlooks the entire biopolitics be-
hind the racially pejorative label affixed to the indentured laborers. 
It also does not take into consideration the colonial power dynamic 
at play in the emergence and sustained usage of this term. It did not 
constitute an identity that gave the laborers any agency in its artic-
ulation and finds limited response in post-national narratives 
(2021: 128).  

Mohammed’s observation is based on the fact that coolitude places em-
phasis on the global trade networks that defined the coolie existence and the 
legal contractual obligations of the bounded coolies, rather than their ethnic 
origin or geographical affiliation with archipelagic regions like the Caribbean. 

Coolitude has provided justification for an analysis befitting of the rec-
lamation of the ‘silenced’ and oppressed voices of Slovak’s subaltern. Given 

                                                        
22 See Shepherd (1994), for more on African and Indian relations in Jamaica. 
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its metaphorical aetiology, lack of an ideological focus and its initial associa-
tion with corallian peotology, Sociology and Africana Studies Professor Paget 
Henry observed that ‘coolitude is a discourse that takes the theme of the post-
colonial recovery of centered cultures from négritude and indianité along with 
theme of métissage from créolité and reinscribes them in a structural (semiotic) 
framework rather than a logical, national, ethnic or geographical one’ (Henry, 
2020). Important cultural symbols of nation, geography and identity become 
focalized at the imaginary level, while coolitude ignores the centered role of a 
past and present India and its ability to influence the globalized diasporic Indi-
an. Kathinka Sinha Kerkhof and Ellen Bal have argued that in the last decade 
or so, India has changed its policy of ‘studied indifference’ to encourage Peo-
ple of Indian Origin (PIOs) to ‘re-territorialize identities’ by consciously re-
building ‘roots’ with India (Kerkhof and Bal, 2003; Bal and Kerkhof, 2006). 
Not surprisingly, in his congratulatory note in recognition of Chandrika San-
tokhi’s election to the Presidency of Suriname in July 2020, Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi broke with previous Indian non-aligned foreign policy tradition 
to remind his compatriots that the children of Surinamese girmitiyas share 
common linguistic and cultural relations with India (https://www.youtube.com/ 
watch?v=N6KZivXOJsE). 

The contention that Indian laborers were essentially culturally ‘cut off’ 
from ancestral India after they crossed the kala pani should be challenged on 
several levels.23 First, it is impossible to argue that the new Indian identity that 
developed after the oceanic crossing was devoid of any sustained cultural in-
fluence dating back to ancestral India or that, epistemologically, a tabula rasa 
of cultural values and practices was initiated once the Girmitiyas crossed the 
kala pani. Second, social, economic and political conditions in the plantations 
may have reinforced the cultural values and group identity of the Indian immi-
grants, even in the face of creolization. Carter and Torabully accept that in cre-
ole societies, overseas Indians seek refuge in their own ancestral values and 
seek to distinguish themselves as the ‘other’ (2002: 130). Third, the new hybrid 
Indian identity that developed in Indian diasporic communities is not necessari-
ly peculiar to the one that shaped the original girmit-wallas, many of whom can 
be said to develop an ‘otherness away from multiple India’. 

In reality, the dynamics in these multicultural diasporic societies, while 
encouraging creolization or borrowing from other cultural traits, also work to-
wards reinforcing the notion of ‘oneness’ by preserving whatever cultural val-
ues were retained by first generation and embraced by successive generations 

                                                        
23 The literature presents an amorphous view on the level of influence, imagined or oth-
erwise, ancestral India maintained on Girmitiyas, ranging from limited, imaginary to no 
significant influence.  
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of Girmitiyas. As argued above, the inherent conflict in plural Caribbean socie-
ties like Guyana, Suriname and Trinidad & Tobago reflect elements of an en-
during tradition of cultural identity that can no doubt be traced to ancestral In-
dia. This tradition has been reinforced by frequent visitations from India of 
prominent cultural and religious leaders (for instance, members of the Arya 
Samaj and Sanatan Dharma Maha Sabha), making India an important focal 
point or reference, if not referent, for cultural survival and revival.24 Torabully 
acknowledged that there was never a total cultural break with India: ‘Coolies 
had a culture of the written word, and they set off on their voyage with books: 
the Qur'an, the Bhagavad Gita and the Ramayana. These sacred texts were part 
and parcel of their journey.… This is indisputable evidence that a struggle 
against deculturation took place’ (Torabully, 1996). Indians, leaving behind 
multicultural India, were able to transfer their social and cultural universe to 
their host country, thereby transposing their semiological referents to their new 
country. This reality has led Shanaaz Mohammed to conclude that coolitude 
‘romanticizes ancestral links and overplays the indentured laborers’ social and 
political authority in the system of indenture’ (Mohammed, 2021: 128). While 
coolitude argues for a dynamic process that continuously reshape cultural iden-
tity in diasporic communities, it does not incorporate the continuing dynamics 
of cultural recovery and identity transformations attributed to the contemporary 
relations between the diasporic communities and modern India that impact the 
Girmitiya communities. 

Historians will not quarrel with the assertion that the trans-oceanic cross-
ing was a traumatic life-changing experience for the Indian immigrants. The 
extensive voyages on the ships, often initially lasting more than three months 
from India to the Caribbean, created the jahaji bhai and jahaji behen camarade-
rie that contributed towards a dismantling of hierarchical caste distinctions 
among Hindus and fostered a sense of social alliance among the shipmates. 
This ocean-based social bonding, which extended during the life of the contract 
served as an impetus for unity in the face of stringent contractual transgres-
sions by the plantation overlords. The Girmitiya experience on the plantations 
encouraged cooperative behavior among the Indians, and between Indians and 
Africans, which were sometimes exploited by the Indian laborers in their 
struggles against European colonialism.25 After all, the Indians who filled the 

                                                        
24 Hindus share a stronger affiliation with India compared to Muslims, but Girmitiya 
Muslims also have their historical roots in ancestral India. 
25 Guyana has a longer history of Indian indenture in the Caribbean, and, not surprising-
ly, there were more incidents of resistance and rebellions on the sugar plantations. 
Mangru (1993, 1996) and Roopnarine (2006) have documented a number of these in-
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labor shortage following slave emancipation were treated under conditions that 
approximated those reminiscent of slavery.26 The brutality associated with In-
dian indenture was described by Joseph Beaumont, Chief Justice of British 
Guiana (1863-68) in the title of his book The New Slavery. The system of in-
dentureship, referred to as ‘slavery’s bedfellow’ by Birbalsingh (1989), was an 
inhumane experience often punctuated by rebellions and riots led by Indian la-
bourers against powerful colonial plantation owners. 

A central theme downplayed in the coolitude narrative is the sustained 
conflict in plural societies that has kept the Indian labourers isolated as a com-
munity. Brian Moore, for example, reminded us that throughout indentureship, 
Guyanese society remained ‘ethnically compartmentalized’ because it was 
built around a division of labor in the colonial plantation system that severely 
restricted the movement of Indians (1995: 306). In post-colonial Caribbean so-
cieties, as Rishee Thakur has pointed out, given their prior arrival and numeri-
cal majority in the region, Africans have long considered the Caribbean as their 
sphere of influence (Thakur, 1989: 207). As a result, Girmitiya Indians faced 
political competition with other communities, largely on the basis of identity 
and ethnicity, leading to sustained ethnic and political conflicts after independ-
ence, thereby extending the sea-faring jahaji brotherhood/sisterhood bonding 
among the majority Indian population. 

Anti-Indian sentiments which took on social, cultural and political signif-
icance in post-colonial Caribbean societies at the working class level filtered 
into the highest levels of academia as well. Dabydeen noted that ‘academic 
marginalization of Indo-Caribbeans, which leads to a flawed conception of the 
region, has been paralleled, and perhaps reinforced, by the deliberate efforts to 
withhold economic and political power from them’ (Dabydeen, 1987: 10). 
While assimilation and creolization have shaped Caribbean societies, one can-
not underestimate the level of resistance to attempts at de-Indianizing the Gir-
mitiyas and their descendants. In reality, the history of Indians in the Caribbean 
has been one of adjustment and accommodation, but there has been a visible 
rejection of creolization and cultural amalgamation as well, particularly in the 
three countries where a significant percentage of the Girmitiya Indian popula-
tion resides (Guyana, Suriname, Trinidad & Tobago). 

 

                                                                                                                                
stances. Historian Walter Rodney (1981) referred to a number of instances of a united 
working class resistance to oppressive colonial and planter actions.  
26 The colonial schemes of slavery and indentureship were similar in many ways, in-
cluding their dehumanizing effects, exploitation and hegemonic control over the lives 
of the non-Europeans. There were also some differences, such as the length of time 
served regarding the extraction of labor and compensation (see Samaroo, 1987).  
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Reclaiming Lost Indenture Experience: Are there Alternatives?  
 

Indenture, like slavery, was a global economic and social system con-
trolled by a powerful European ruling class specializing in the accumulation 
and profiteering of generational wealth through the extraction of surpluses 
from cheap labor under strict contractual obligations and penal codes. As 
Trouillot noted, those who exercised power over the system controlled the pro-
duction of knowledge, thereby creating conditions for a silencing of the voices 
of the subaltern. The narrative of coolitude attributes great ontological signifi-
cance to the lost history of the Indian labourer, and its poetic orientation is re-
flected in its epistemology. Reclaiming the lost history of Indians contributes 
to an understanding of the indenture experience and provides a historical foun-
dation for the establishment of a legitimate Indian historiography. For the aca-
demic researcher, this is an ongoing challenge which necessitates navigating 
among contradictions that may exist among colonial interpretations and histor-
ical revisionism in order to capture the experience of the lost voices of the in-
denture Indians. The rejection of the global Eurocentric perspective of the In-
dian experience, the metaphorical experience of the kala pani crossing, and the 
negotiated interpretation of events and texts created the basis for coolitude’s 
aetiology and epistemological development dating back to the 1990s. Under-
standably, while the concept has created a fertile ground for interpretational 
narratives, coolitude as a theoretical concept, is open to contestation and possi-
bly distortion of the indenture experience. By re-claiming and re-imaging the 
lost history of the Indian laborers, coolitude narratives, influenced by empathy 
for the Girmitiyas, arguably engage in a level of subjective creativity that some 
scholars would deem fictitious and unscientific, thereby raising concerns of re-
liability and verifiability.  

Reliable and verifiable narratives of the lost coolie experience require the 
application of a rigorous, including unorthodox scientific research methodolo-
gy, that goes well beyond coolitude’s metaphorical interpretation of the inden-
ture system, its original poetics and discursive dimensions. The application of a 
rigorous methodological approach to unearth historical information buried in 
the archive can be illustrated in Gaiutra Bahadur’s literary nonfiction history, 
Coolie Woman: The Odyssey of Indenture (2014). While attributing blame to 
European imperial capitalism, social injustice, and the multiple famines in In-
dia during the last quarter of the 19th century for the subsequent colonial de-
sign of diasporic communities, Bahadur undertook a meticulous historical im-
migration root search of Sujaria, her great grandmother, who was four months 
pregnant at the time when she was taken to British Guiana in July 1903. Rely-
ing on primary and secondary sources, limited archival research materials and 
historical artifacts, Bahadur, utilising on her training in investigative reporting, 
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explained how she was able to discover and document the odyssey of her great 
grandmother. Her research required her to insert herself into the immigration 
root search that took her on an investigative journey into the triangular nodes 
that defined the Indian indenture experience, namely, Guyana, Britain and In-
dia. As she explained: 

…Where the voices of indentured women were absent, I used my 
own, as their descendant, to question the records as aggressively as 
I could…It occurred to me to try a similar experiment to deal with 
gaps and silences in indenture’s archive. Whole sections of Coolie 
Woman unfold entirely in questions: mine, my great-
grandmother’s, the reader’s, one relentlessly following the next. 
These questions allow me to imagine interiorities withheld by the 
written record. They paint landscapes, advance the plot, convey a 
tone. They communicate my own attitude to the archive and its eli-
sions and biases: I could never be neutral because I am, after all, a 
product of the history I’ve written (Bahadur, 2016).  

 
Alissa Trotz considers Bahadur’s work as ‘a rigorous and imaginative 

methodological approach that reveals and challenges the epistemic violence of 
the official archive’ (2018: 219-31). Bahadur’s journey into the archival dis-
covery of her ancestral history, recognized as a monumental literary achieve-
ment, demonstrates the use of a scientific methodology that goes beyond the 
inventive poetics of reclaiming the lost history of the Girmitiyas. Credibility 
and reliability in her research to discover her ancestral history was guided by 
what Kirsch and Sullivan (1992) refer to as the ‘systematic method of gather-
ing evidence’. Her method, which was shared with her readers, included, 
among other things, a detailed plan of how her investigative research was con-
ducted, the method by which lost archival materials were discovered, how evi-
dence and archival materials were used to recreate history, and how fragmen-
tary and unretrievable history impacted her research.  

 
Conclusion  

 
Coolitude is an expression of the inclusive indenture experience, not lim-

ited to the Indian experience. The concept is associated with an intellectual ap-
proach towards an understanding of the pre- and post-indenture experience of 
Indians in diasporic communities. Unlike négritude and its impact on the Afri-
can diaspora, coolitude is not guided by an ideological or a political frame-
work. It makes no legitimate claims to praxis or social activism designed to 
promote unity, economic upliftment or political guidance for the scattered 
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members of diasporic Girmitiya communities or their descendants.27 In this 
way, coolitude stands apart in sharp contrast with ideological movements that 
have shaped or impacted African identity in the Caribbean, including négri-
tude, Pan-Africanism and the Black Power movement or more recently, Black 
Lives Matter movement. Coolitude’s utilization of the metaphorical marine 
chronotypes and the sea as central to an understanding of the Indian indenture 
odyssey lends support to coolitude as an esoteric analytical tool. Additionally, 
its delegitimization of the role of ancestral or modern India in shaping the iden-
tity of the Girmitiyas is problematic. 

Given its epistemological contributions, coolitude offers an ontological 
perspective that remains operational at an elitist level, providing opportunities 
for an intellectual tradition that purports to re-claim and reimage the history of 
the coolie experience through discovery.  

Coolitude, however, has the potential to become a more effective analyt-
ical tool if the current framework incorporates a more reliable scholarly, scien-
tific, comparative and interdisciplinary theoretical approach that is not restrict-
ed to an examination of specific geographical Girmitiya communities.28 Such a 
global comparative framework would provide for an examination of common-
alities, as well as an understanding of the totality of the global inclusive inden-
ture system and the nature of indenture associated with specific geographical 
origination. Torabully alluded to the need for a more structured comparative 
approach when he noted that he ‘envisaged moving from complex poetological 
encoding to a more prosaic, analytical text, since coolitude was a useful tool in 
that particular field of theorization’ (2002: 11). Thus, the challenge for re-
searchers lies with taking coolitude from its discursive formation and its 
poetological origins and relate it to, in the words of Torabully and Carter, the 
‘intellectual and artistic body of work in the elaboration of a transversal, trans-
disciplinary approach’ (2002: 28). In other words, while it is important to ex-
amine the system of pan-indentureship and its common structural features as an 
hegemonic instrument of colonialism, it is equally important for such a frame-
work to facilitate an examination of the distinguishing peculiarities associated 
with the diasporic Girmitiya experience that originated from India and other 
areas. 

 
 
 

                                                        
27 One can argue that coolitude’s methodology materialized as praxis in the negotia-
tions to promote the Aapravasi Ghat as a historical landmark for Indian indenture in 
Mauritius.  
28 Compare Brinsley Samaroo’s comments in Lal (2012: ix). 
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